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A Fintech Platform for Improving 
Efficiency & Compliance

Biz4x is an enterprise-level platform that helps businesses 
be efficient, stay compliant and remain relevant in an 
increasingly competitive global landscape with greater 
regulatory scrutiny. The modular and extensible system 
provides access to core operational services such 
as business management, wholesale trading, digital 
storefronts, live market data and compliance. These 
services are also available through APIs.

In addition to the core modules, value-added services 
enable connectivity to new networks, provide key big data 
business insights and deepen customer engagement. Our 
industry digitalization initiatives enables money services 
businesses to scale beyond physical retail outlets and 
cash-based transactions by accepting digital payments 
across multiple platforms, be it web or mobile, through  
an eWallet.

biz4x.com

4xLabs is a fintech that is driving the digital transformation 
of the money services industry to bring about greater 
financial inclusion for the underbanked globally. We were 
established in 2011, and have built a global network of 
connected currency exchanges, money transfer operators, 
financial technology firms, financial institutions and 
professional services by pioneering innovative industry 
solutions.

Currently, we have customers in more than 30 countries 
and a growing global community of several hundred 
thousand users. Our team is international, with our global 
headquarters in Singapore, a technical hub in Vietnam, and 
a network of sales professionals around the region. 
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Contact us at hello@4xlabs.co to discuss business or partnership proposals  
Visit 4xlabs.co if you are interested to learn more about our company and products 
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Discovering the Best Money  
Transfer Rates Globally

Send4x is a price discovery platform that allows users to 
source for and discover the best money transfer providers 
by comparing factors such as costs, speed and method 
of sending or receiving. It was developed to make money 
transfer more affordable for all by fostering greater price 
transparency in the remittance industry. 

Through Send4x, users will have greater flexibility and choice 
when it comes to money transfer while providers will gain 
more business through referrals from the platform.

send4x.com

Get4x is a price discovery platform that connects travellers 
with currency exchanges so they can source for the best cash 
exchange rates in cities around the world. It was the first such 
platform of its kind when it was launched in 2012 and has 
a global community of several hundred thousand registered 
users. 

With Get4x, travellers can search, compare and book a 
preferred amount and rate, before collecting the currencies at 
their convenience later. Currency exchanges in turn, benefit 
from better business visibility and a steady stream of revenue 
when they post their cash exchange rates online and receive 
booking requests.

Discovering the Best Cash  
Exchange Rates Globally

get4x.com
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